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Introduction
This is a license agreement (“Agreement”) between FileRun, Lda of Portugal,
Madeira and you or the organization on whose behalf you are entering this
agreement (“You”), in which FileRun, Lda grants you certain rights to use the
software program FileRun (“Software”).
FileRun, Lda is allowed at its sole discretion to assign the Agreement or any
rights hereunder to any third party, without giving prior notice.
The Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the
laws of Portugal, Madeira, without reference to its conflict of law principles, and
shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of Portugal, Madeira.
By downloading, installing, copying or otherwise using the Software, you
accept the following terms and conditions. If you do not agree with any of the
terms or conditions of this Agreement, do not proceed with the downloading,
copying, installation or any other use of the Software or any portion thereof as
you have no rights to do so.
This Agreement applys only to Software licenses provided for free and does not
apply to any Software license sold by FileRun, Lda.
Copyright
The Software, its source code and files are original works exclusively owned by
FileRun, Lda and subject to copyright laws and international copyright treaties,
as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties.
Any and all intellectual property rights in the Software, including the original
works, or parts thereof, in any form, are and shall remain the exclusive
property of FileRun, Lda. Nothing in this Agreement intends to transfer any
such intellectual property rights to You. You will not take any action to
jeopardize, limit or interfere with FileRun, Lda's rights.
You must not remove, obscure or interfere with any copyright,
acknowledgment, attribution, trademark, warning or disclaimer statement

affixed to, incorporated in or otherwise applied in connection with the
Software.
License Limitations
Subject to the terms of this Agreement, FileRun, Lda hereby grants You a
limited, personal, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-assignable license to
download, install and use one single copy of the Software.
You may not sublicense, sell, assign, pledge, re-sell, rent, hire, lease, lend,
transfer, distribute or otherwise dispose of the Software or portions of it, in any
form, on a temporary or permanent basis, without the prior written consent of
FileRun, Lda.
You are explicitly not permitted to redistribute the Software to any third party.
Keeping reasonable copies of the Software is permitted solely for onsite or
offsite back-up purposes.
Without the express permission of FileRun, Lda, the Software may under no
circumstances be embedded inside another product, nor branded as another
product, whether distributed or not.
You are not permitted to reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile or make
any attempt to discover the source code of the Software.
Any analysis of the Software, embedded data or license files by any means and
by any entity whether human or otherwise and including but without limitation
to discover details of internal operation, to reverse engineer, to de-compile
object code, or to modify for the purposes of modifying behavior is forbidden.
A user account refers to a unique “login name” that a person can use to access
the Software’s functions. You are not allowed to have at any given time more
than five (5) user accounts in one Software installation.
FileRun, Lda may, but is not obligated to, provide you with updates or
upgrades to the Software for free or subject to the payment of additional
service fees. By installing, copying or otherwise using such update or upgrade,
you agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement with respect to such
update or upgrade.
Limitations of Liability
To the fullest extent permitted by law, in no event will FileRun, Lda, its
affiliates, officers, employees, agents, suppliers or licensors be liable for any
damages whatsoever, including - but not restricted to - lost revenue or profits
or other direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages, even if
they have been advised of the possibility of such damages.

No Warranty
The Software and this license document are provided AS IS with
NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING THE WARRANTY OF DESIGN,
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Data Privacy
You retain full ownership to the data managed with the use of the Software.
This Agreement does not grant FileRun, Lda any rights to your data or
intellectual property. FileRun, Lda will not share your data with others,
including law enforcement, for any purpose, unless You direct FileRun, Lda to
do so.
The Software provides features that allows You to share data with others or to
make it public. You should consider carefully what you choose to share or
make public. FileRun, Lda has no responsibility for what other people might do
with your data. You are the solely responsible for your conduct, the content of
your files and folders, and the communications with others while using the
Software.
You, and not FileRun, Lda, are responsible for maintaining and protecting all of
your data.
Termination of License
Any violation against this license or its intended meaning will result in the
immediate termination of this license and all rights given to You. You shall stop
using the Software, remove the Software installation from your computer and
server, and permanently erase all copies you made of the Software.

